
CREW MEALS TODAY 

The Company and ALPA are in dispute over many aspects of your crew meal rights. Last fall, as the last step in the 
grievance process, ALPA took many of those disagreements to the System Board of Adjustment for final 
determination. While we await that decision or a final settlement, a review of your rights is in order. 

Crew Meals are covered in Section 4-A-2 of the UPA. 

While working on the flight deck, you are entitled to a crew meal during the following scheduled times:• 
1. 1 breakfast, when Report time is after 0001 and before 08:00 local
2. 1 meal, when Duty period is> 5 hours without any single break between flights being greater than
1 :29 minutes
3. 1 meal, when the flight segment is between 4:00 and 4:59 long
4. 1 meal and 1 snack, when the flight segment is between 5:00 and 9:59 long
5. 2 meals, when the flight segment is between 10:00 and 11: 59 long
6. 2 meals and 1 pre-departure snack tray, when the flight segment is between 12:00 and 15:59 long
7. 3 meals, when the flight segment is greater than 16:00

• With the exception of breakfast, the meals above are cumulative, in other words, each event adds another meal.

When they deem it prudent, ALPA may add a meal to individual trips at a cost of: $4.00 for breakfast, $6.37 for 
lunch/dinner and $5.25 for a snack. (4-A-2-b a c) 

Should your crew meal be unavailable, you may expense a replacement meal. (4-A-2-d) 
1. A crew meal is "unavailable" if it is: 1) not boarded 2) spoiled or 3) incomplete. Not tasty to your
palate, does not qualify as unavailable.
2. A crew meal is incomplete, if it does not have a proper entree, salad, appetizer or dessert, roll,
butter and salad dressing.
3. Contrary to current Company belief, the only cost limit on your replacement meal is defined as
"reasonable actual". You may dispute arbitrary limits to your reimbursement.
4. Should your crew meals not be boarded and you view your lack of nourishment as a threat to the
safety of that flight, you may have the crew meals delivered to the jetway or deplane and purchase
your replacement meal before you depart.
5. Contrary to what lnflight is telling the Flight Attendants, your crew meals are not part of the
passenger inventory. If necessary, coordinate with your FA's to establish which meals will be used as
crew meals.

In spite of the Company's IT issues, if the Kitchen producing your crew meals, produces Special Meals, you have the 
right to order those Special Meals. (4-A-2-e) 

• These meals are the same that are available to passengers, plus pilot specific low fat, high
protein meals, called Lighter Choice.
• Special meals choices and availability are in dispute and were submitted to the Crew Meal System
Board.

A deadheading pilot is entitled to the food available in the cabin in which he is deadheading. Should that cabin 
require the purchase of food, the pilot may purchase what he needs to satisfy his needs for a proper meal and 
expense that amount to the Company. (4-A-4)" 
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 RESERVE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ASSIGNMENTS AND TELEPHONE
 AVAILABILITY
(Updated May 5, 2016)

Assigning and acknowledging reserve Trips, SC, or FSB assignments is a shared responsibility between reserve pilots and
 the Company.  The UPA details when pilots must be telephone available, rules for making and acknowledging
 assignments, and rules for when we must check our schedules.  Due to limitations with CCS, there is currently an added
 obligation on the Company to call pilots to inform them of all assignments, and to call if the pilot has not
 acknowledged an assignment.  See the details below to be sure you are fulfilling your UPA obligations while on
 reserve. 

When Must a Reserve be Telephone Available to the Crew Desk?

There are three times a reserve is required to be phone available to the crew desk:

1. On a Reserve Day:
A reserve is required to be telephone available anytime they are on Long Call, Short Call or Field
 Standby. 

2. After a Trip:
A reserve is required to be telephone available immediately upon release from their current Trip if that
 day is a reserve day, until they are released per 20-K-5-c.  Exception:  If you are in an FAR 117 (rare, only
 per 117.25(d) and (g)) or FRMS-required post-Trip rest period, you are not required to be telephone
 available until the end of your FAR rest period.

3. On the Last Day Off Prior To a Reserve Day:
If it is your last day off prior to starting reserve, you must be telephone available immediately at 0001 on
 your first day of reserve.  The crew desk may put an assignment on your schedule for your first day of
 reserve and call to advise you.  You are not required to answer the phone on your day off.  However, you
 are required to acknowledge assignments entered prior to 1800 via phone call or CCS between 1800 and
 midnight. (see How to Acknowledge Assignments below)

Acknowledging the assignment will avoid a call after midnight. See below for details regarding the process for
 acknowledging assignments. 

 Normally you are expected to be phone available and answer the phone (or call back promptly) when called during one
 of these required times.  If you miss the call, you are expected to call back as soon as possible.  If there is an undue
 delay the pilot may be deemed “unable to contact” (UTC).  In some cases, a UTC may be removed by the CPO if you
 had a valid reason for missing the call and/or delaying the call-back.

 Making Reserve Assignments: Trips, FSB, SC

The UPA allows reserve assignments to be made via phone or by simply placing them on a pilot’s Master Schedule in
 certain cases.  However, the provision for simply placing assignments in the pilot’s Master Schedule is suspended due to
 CCS programming delays, so currently the crew desk is required to call pilots for all assignments.  Regardless of how
 the assignment is made, all assignments must be acknowledged by the pilot via 2-way communication as explained
 below.  Note, a voice mail message from the crew desk left on a pilot’s phone is not sufficient and the assignment is
 not considered complete until acknowledged by the pilot.
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When Must a Reserve Check and Acknowledge an Assignment?

There are four times reserves must check their schedule (the Master Schedule is the governing document) to see if they
 have been given an assignment.  All assignments must be acknowledged either by phone or in CCS:  

1. On the Last Day Off Prior to Reserve:
20-K-7-e: On the last day off, reserves must check their Master Schedule between the hours of 1800 and
 2400.  Any assignment placed on their master schedule prior to 1800 must be acknowledged by 2400. 
 Note:  The 2400 deadline is modified from what is in the UPA (0059) until the UPA definition of “Day”
 running from 0100-0059 is implemented.

2. On Long Call Reserve (LSR):
Pilots on LSR are expected to be phone available all day, even during the 1300-1500 assignment window.

3. After Trip is Acknowledged:
20-K-4-c-(4): Unless the reserve designates the Trip as unavailable for pickup, he must check his schedule
 15 hours before report time to see if a lineholder has taken the Trip (Trip is off your Master Schedule).

4. At the End of a Trip for Reserve Additional Flying:
20-K-1-d: All reserves must check their Master Schedule after block-in at the end of a Trip to check for
 flying that may have been added during the current Trip.  

How to Acknowledge Assignments

While the crew desk is required to initiate 2-way communication to give you an assignment, you must complete 2-way
 contact either electronically in CCS or by phone to acknowledge an assignment.  Once you have acknowledged an
 assignment or checked in for a Trip, you are released to that assignment and no longer need to be telephone available,
 unless you have yet to complete an earlier SC or FSB assignment. 

There are two main ways to acknowledge assignments:        

1. CCS Pilot Check-In: If the assignment is a Trip, use CCS>Scheduling>Pilot Check-in.  This function is currently not
 available for a RSV SC or FSB assignments.

2. Call:  Call crew scheduling to acknowledge any assignment, whether it is a Trip, FSB, or SC. 

If you have not acknowledged your assignment, the crew desk’s current policy is to call all numbers on your Master
 Schedule and ensure you are properly notified, even in cases where the UPA does not normally require the crew desk
 to call.  However, this current policy should not be relied on to avoid your responsibility to acknowledge.  (For reserves
 who elect to be placed on the “No Late Night Calls” list, this telephone call may be delayed in certain circumstances,
 see Section 20-K-9-b.) 

2014-02 (Updated May 5, 2016) 
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UPA Duty Limits, Layover Limits, and Rest Limits

The following contains the typical, generally used applications of these provisions. Items marked with an
 asterisk* have exceptions that may occur, but are not common enough to be included here. See the UPA for
 these exceptions and other unusual applications.

UPA Duty limits: 5-E-1(scheduled) and 5-F-1(actual)

Description

Scheduled limits,
 and

 reassignments
 made prior to
 1100 the day

 before
 scheduled trip

 departure

Reassignments
 made at or after

 1100 the day
 before scheduled

 trip departure

Actual (ops
 delay) limits,
 waivable to
 FAR limits
 with pilot
 concurrence

Unaugmented FAR Table B FAR Table B FAR Table B

Single augmented,
 Class 1 or 2 rest
 facility

14:20 16:20 16:20

Single augmented
757- 200 lie flat
rest facility

FAR Table C (3
 pilots Class 3)
 minus 1:30 
*exception for
certain routes

FAR Table C (3
 pilots Class 3) 
* exception for
certain routes

FAR Table C (3
 pilots Class 3) *
 exception for
 certain routes

Single augmented
 Class 3 rest
 facility

FAR Table B 
* except
ORD/IAH-
 Hawaii is 14:20

FAR Table B plus
 2:00 
* except
ORD/IAH-
 Hawaii is 16:20
*FAR Table C
class 3 may be
more restrictive at

FAR Table B
 plus 2:00 
* except
ORD/IAH-
 Hawaii is 16:20
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 some times of day

Double augmented
 1 leg

FAR Table C (4
 pilots)

FAR Table C (4
 pilots)

FAR Table C (4
 pilots)

Double augmented
 2-3 legs

FAR Table C (4
 pilots) minus
 2:00

FAR Table C (4
 pilots)

FAR Table C (4
 pilots)

DP ends with Basic
 deadhead segment

FAR Table B plus
 1:00

FAR Table B plus
 2:00

FAR Table B
 plus 2:00

DP ends with
 Global deadhead
 segment

FAR Table C (4
 pilots Class 1)
 plus 1:00

FAR Table C (4
 pilots Class 1)
 plus 2:00

FAR Table C (4
 pilots Class 1)
 plus 2:00

 

Release time is usually included in duty limit calculation for scheduled limits and for all reassignments, except:

1. Never included in actual operation limits (ops delays)
2. Not included in scheduled or reassignment limits for double augmented crew in Class 1 rest facility

Minimum layover requirements (time free of duty):  5-E-3 and 5-F-3

 

 

 

Description

Scheduled limits,
 including

 reassignments
 made prior to
 1100 the day

 before scheduled
 trip departure

Reassignments
 made at or

 after 1100 the
 day before

 scheduled trip
 departure

 

Actual (ops delay)
 limits 

(waivable to FAR
 limits with

 concurrence)

Hotel less than 15
 minute drive

FAR (10:00) FAR (10:00) FAR (10:00)

Hotel 16-30
 minute drive

10:30 10:30 10:30

Hotel over 30
 minute drive

14:00 block to
 block

10:45 10:45
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“Duty based rest”
 scheduled over 11
 hour duty day

See “duty-based
 rest table” below

See “duty-
based rest
 table” below

See “duty-based
 rest table” below

“Duty based rest”
 actual operation
 over 12 hour duty
 day

NA NA See “duty-based
 rest table” below

After Basic duty
 period that
 includes a
 segment
 exceeding 8 hours
 scheduled block

18:00 16:00 16:00

After Global duty 
period exceeding
 8 hours scheduled
 block

18:00 16:00 16:00

Note: Downtown hotel required if scheduled layover 14:00 or greater block to block

Duty-based rest: 5-E-3-b and 5-F-3-c/d, applies to layovers and rest

 

In-base for unaugmented trips

 

 

Description

Scheduled limits,
 including

 reassignments
 made prior to
 1100 the day

 before scheduled
 trip departure 

(free of duty)

Reassignments
 made at or

 after 1100 the
 day before

 scheduled trip
 departure 

(free of duty)

 

Actual (ops delay)
 limits 

(waivable to FAR
 limits with

 concurrence)
 (free of duty)

Scheduled over 11
 hour duty day

11:00 hours free, or
 see next row:

11:00 hours
 free, or see
 next row:

NA

Scheduled over 11 Normal layover or Normal layover NA
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 hour duty day  domicile rest, as
 long as the total of
 the 2 scheduled
 duty periods is
 under 23 hours,
 and 2nd duty
 period is followed
 by at least 14
 scheduled free

 or domicile
 rest, as long as
 (at the time
 RA is made)
 the total of the
 2 scheduled
 duty periods is
 under 23
 hours, and 2nd
 duty period is
 followed by at
 least 14 free

Actual operation
 over 12 hour duty
 day

NA NA 11:00 hours free, or
 see next row:

Actual operation
 over 12 hour duty
 day

NA NA Normal layover or
 domicile rest, as
 long as the next
 duty break has at
 least 13 hours free
 scheduled

Minimum in-Base rest requirements: 5-E-3 and 5-F-3

Must comply with layover and duty-based rest requirements above, plus the following:

 

Description

Scheduled limits (free
 of duty), including

 reassignments made
 prior to 1100 the day
 before scheduled trip

 departure

Actual (ops delay)
 limits (free of duty)

 including
 reassignments made at
 or after 1100 the day
 before scheduled trip

 departure

After Basic trip 12:45 
 *lineholders can require
 more in PBS

10:45 
 *reserves also see 5-F-
3-h

After Global trip 24:00 
 * lineholders can
 require more in PBS
 between regions

22:00

After Global trip with 3 2 nights including 0100- 2 nights including 0100-
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 or more duty periods *  
 0700 period

 
 0700 period

Rolling 168 hour
 lookback period for
 Basic trips

24:00 at base NA

“Duty based rest”
 scheduled over 11 hour
 duty day

See “duty-based rest
 table” above

See “duty-based rest
 table” above

“Duty based rest” actual
 operation over 12 hour
 duty day

See “duty-based rest
 table” above

See “duty-based rest
 table” above

See below for the FAR 117 Flight Duty Period Limits for unaugmented and augmented operations: 

Table B to Part 117 FLIGHT DUTY PERIOD:
 UNAUGMENTED OPERATIONS

Maximum Flight Duty Period (FDP) Limits for Unaugmented
 Operations

Scheduled FDP Start Time
 (Acclimated Time)

Maximum Flight Duty Period
 (hours) For Lineholders Based on

 Number of Flight Segments

1 2 3 4 5 6 7+

0000-0359 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

0400-0459 10 10 10 10 9 9 9

0500-0559 12 12 12 12 11.5 11 10.5

0600-0659 13 13 12 12 11.5 11 10.5

0700-1159 14 14 13 13 12.5 12 11.5
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1200-1259 13 13 13 13 12.5 12 11.5

1300-1659 12 12 12 12 11.5 11 10.5

1700-2159 12 12 11 11 10 9 9

2200-2259 11 11 10 10 9 9 9

2300-2359 10 10 10 9 9 9 9

 

TABLE C TO PART 117 - FLIGHT DUTY PERIOD: AUGMENTED OPERATIONS

Scheduled
 FDP Start
 Time
 (Acclimated
 Time)

Maximum Flight Duty Period (hours) For Lineholders
 Based on Rest Facility and Number of Pilots

Class 1 Rest
 Facility

Class 2 Rest
 Facility

Class 3 Rest
 Facility

3 Pilots 4 Pilots 3 Pilots 4 Pilots 3 Pilots 4 Pilots

0000-0559 15 17 14 15.5 13 13.5

0600-0659 16 18.5 15 16.5 14 14.5

0700-1259 17 19 16.5 18 15 15.5

1300-1659 16 18.5 15 16.5 14 14.5

1700-2359 15 17 14 15.5 13 13.5

2014-02 (Updated May 2016)
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paying MPG for those days but ALPA has a grievance in process to increase this pay.  If ALPA is successful, any
pilots affected by this issue will be retroactively reimbursed.  Please keep all records pertaining to these issues.
 
B/C Plan Contributions: Currently, B/C Plan Contributions are no longer being displayed on Pilot Pay Advice.  The
amount listed on a pilot’s Pay Advice is 0.00 for both columns. You need to go directly through Schwab to obtain
this information.
   
Carry-In Trips: For trips that carry into the next bid period, the pay value is split between the bid periods. You
will receive the scheduled value of the leg(s) of the ID that was associated with the corresponding Bid Period. 
M5D and 1 for 3.5 rig are always allocated to the second month.  Pay for a flight that spans month end is
attributed to the month when the departure occurred.
 
Change in Equipment Pay Protection: Normally, your new pay rate kicks in the first day of OE but if your OE is
delayed there are three 8-F-5 triggers for pay protection, and 8-F-7 pay.  New pay will trigger when:  1) On a
man-for-man basis, if another Pilot begins a TDY in your Category after your effective date; or 2) On a man-for-
man basis, if a junior Pilot in the same Category on the same vacancy bid is activated, meaning one unactivated
senior pilot triggers for each activated junior pilot; or 3) On a man-for-man basis, if any Pilot in the same
Category on subsequent vacancy bid is activated; or 4) Per 8-F-7 your new pay rate kicks in the first day of the
second Bid Period following the Bid Period that contains your vacancy award effective date.   Please contact your
Chief Pilot for help with these delayed activation issues.
 
Computer Based Training:  This training is listed as OCT (online computer training) or CT in your Pay Register
detail.  There is no automated process that adds this training in CCS directly after the event.  All computer based
training is uploaded by training scheduling into CCS during the final days of pay close. You will see the computer-
based training reflected on your pay register by the close of the bid month. Completed CBTs will be on your pay
register the date that you took the class under either code "CT" or "OCT" with 1:00 of Add Pay, or more depending
on the CBT course.
 
Company Canceled Training Days: For training days included in Monthly Schedule Preferencing that are canceled
by the Company, you may be required to sit phone available for each of the days canceled for a period of 4 hours
each day, be given FSB assignments, or flying assignment(s).  These canceled training days will be listed as T-AV
on your Master Schedule.  When T-AV days are added to a pilot’s schedule after the loss of training, UPA 20-F-4,
5, or 6 apply and the pilot cannot have the AV days removed until 1500 the day prior to the last AV day in the
string. 
 
Day Off Restoration: You may be eligible for restoration of Min Days Off or Day Off Restoration depending on
several factors, including but not limited to your fleet and how many days off were interrupted. ADD Pay in lieu of
restoration may be offered by the Company.  If so, it will show up in Pay Register and Master Schedule as LDOP
(Lost Day Off Pay Code), if the code is not there call the crew desk to make the correction, not the pay desk. If
you were reassigned into a regularly scheduled day off, the system is automated to pay you any Late Pay (coded
as Junior Manning pay) or Premium Day Off pay.
  
 FBOP/FBOF: Flown by Operations.  If scheduling has put an FBOP or an FBOF on your line, they are pay
protecting you for the value of that trip. If you pick up another trip over FBO'd days, you are paid the value of
both trips (i.e. double dipping is allowed).  If scheduling removes you by FBO, Lineholders are free from all
obligation to the company and they cannot reinstate the trip without your concurrence; Reserves go back on long
call.  Any Trip added after you’ve been FBO’d, including the original trip, is considered a new trip for pay
purposes.  The FBO code must be removed from your Master Schedule in order to pick up additional flying, and
you must call Crew Scheduling to have them remove the code.  The FBOP or FBOF will remain visible in F2
History.
 
Fuel Stops, Engine Runs: You must notify the CPO.  From there, Crew Pay will receive an e-mail from the Chief
Pilot or the FODM to authorize pay for a fuel stop or engine run and must advise the Company as to the amount
they should pay.  Keep copies of any ACARS or other documents for verification. 
 
GUM Foreign Base Allowance: You are only eligible for the FBA if you have some form of pay for that bid period
such as pay for a trip, training, vacation, or sick leave.
 
IN Times on 747, sUA 76T and A320:  Currently, the pay clock incorrectly stops based on the IN time being tied
to the last time the parking brake was set prior to a door opening, rather than the first cabin or cargo door being
opened. Until technology is updated, if there is a delay waiting for either a cargo or cabin door to open after
setting the parking brake you must contact your CPO for correction and include supporting documentation. Your
Chief Pilot will send Crew Pay an e-mail with the relevant information.
 

 











3.    Submit any expenses incurred via uSource.
 

Make sure to file a PDR to let the Hotel Committee know the hotel is not performing up to the
UPA standards.
 
Company "Walk" or IROPS
 
Sometimes the usual overnight hotel is sold out and pilots will be provided rooms at an
alternate hotel, using a "like or better" standard. The Company will make every effort to inform
you of this change prior to your departure to the layover station. In an IROP situation the
Company may put you in a "suitable" hotel that is not necessarily a full service hotel, if no
rooms at other hotels are available; likewise, they should inform you of this prior to your
departure.
 
If the alternate hotel does not meet the UPA standards or you are unable to get rest, you can
utilize the rights outlined above to secure your own lodging.
 
Transportation
Just like hotels, our transportation vendors must meet specific safety standards in order for
them to be used to transport our pilots. If you do not believe the Company provided
transportation looks safe - DON'T TAKE IT! For example, if the vehicle requires you to stand, has
excessive luggage blocking egress, appears poorly maintained, etc., use common sense and take
your own transportation. You may set up this transportation yourself or contact United to set it
up for you. However, you should know it is never the crew members' responsibility to call for
scheduled transportation or set up your own transportation - that is United's job!
 
Transportation must be provided on the following schedule:

Transport from Airport to Hotel (Section 4-D-l): Within 15 minutes of your arrival
time (the later of scheduled or planned arrival, but if transport is not available
within 30 minutes of actual block in you may secure your own transportation
 
Transport from Hotel to Airport (Section 4-D-2): Shall be arranged "in sufficient
time to report for duty at their assigned report time"
 
Transport to and From Training (Section 9-E-l): Within 30 minutes of your arrival
at the designated pick up point. If transport is not available after 30 minutes you
may secure your own transportation.

 
If you do elect to secure your own transportation, keep in mind that in many cities and
countries taxicabs are unregulated. When selecting transportation, make sure it is safe; the
contract allows for your use of "any other means of ground transportation" in the event safe
company-provided transportation is not available.
 
CONTRACT LANGUAGE:
 
HOTEL

4-B-1 In addition to the provisions set forth in this Section 4, the mutually agreed ALPA
- UAL Hotel Guidelines ("Hotel Guidelines") shall govern the sourcing, selection,
retention, and de-selection of hotels and transportation. Any future revisions to the
Hotel Guidelines require mutual agreement of the parties.
4-C-1 -c Pilots when scheduled for continuous ground time in excess of four (4) hours
shall be furnished suitable single occupancy lodging in accordance with this Section 4-C
and the Hotel Guidelines. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties during the hotel
selection process, rooms shall be located within fifteen (15) minutes normal driving time
from the airport.

 







1. If your pairing begins with a DHD to another equipment base, click on the flight number of
the first Flying Flight segment of your pairing. Find the pairing number and date of the pilot
with whom you are paired. Remember, if the first leg of your pairing is not a DHD to an
equipment base for your fleet, the pairing does not fall under Section 20-H-6.
 
2. Go to CCS>FLIGHT PLANNING>PAIRING INFO, and search the pairing number of the other
pilot as mentioned above. If your first Flying Flight Segment is also the first operating leg of
the other pilot’s pairing, the pairing is most likely a 20-H-6 and the DHD should be booked in
First Class, if available.
 
Improperly coded 20-H-6 pairing missing the “H6” letters: 
If you have identified an uncoded 20-H-6 pairing, you should contact Crew Scheduling to get
the code added and make sure your DHDs (front end, and back end if applicable) are booked
in First Class, per the requirements of Section 20-H-6. Even if a First Class booking is not
available at the time, you should be placed at the top of the upgrade list for any seats that
come open.
 
A settlement agreement for a System Board case last summer provides Add Pay and a
future upgrade for pilots on 20-H-6 deadheads who are not ultimately upgraded correctly, so
we encourage all pilots to review their assignments and bookings closely and take screen shots
if you think there has been an error. To claim the settlement Add Pay you will need to
provide your reservation number, the seat number you actually occupied, a description of the
pairing and evidence that the First Class seat was available, such as the detailed PBT
(passenger booking total) or upgrade list that shows any other non-20-H-6 names before
yours.
 
Please be sure to file a PDR to “System Schedule – Scheduling/Crew Desk” for tracking
purposes even if you are able to resolve the situation directly with Crew Scheduling and your
booking is corrected before you fly.
 
Example 1: Not a 20-H-6 Pairing
Although this pairing below begins with a DHD, note that it “fails” the first test because LAS is
not an Equipment Base for the 737. Therefore, the DHD to LAS does not require booking in
First Class.
 

 
 
Example 2: L5A1R: This is an “uncoded” 20-H-6 Pairing:
First, note that the originating leg is a DHD from LAX to SFO, both 737 Equipment Bases (satisfying Test 1). Next,
following the CCS short-cut steps from above, click on the first flying flight segment (Flt 1295 SFO-EWR) to determine
what pairing the other pilot is on (F5129/6). Looking at that pairing shows that the first flying flight segment is
indeed the first leg of F5129 which is an in-Base trip. In this example, L5A1R is a 20-H-6 pairing and should be coded
as such (e.g., L5AH6) for the LAX based pilot covering it.
 

 

https://crewroom.alpa.org/ual/DesktopModules/ViewDocument.aspx?DocumentID=49748


 
Looking at another pilot’s pairing, the first Flying Flight Segment of the suspected 20-H-6 pairing is the first leg of an
in-Base pairing (satisfying Test 2):
 

 
Detailed Verification of uncoded 20-H-6 pairings: 
Section 20-H-6-b deadhead seating rules shall apply only if:
 

1. The first leg of the pairing is a deadhead that operates between two equipment-Bases for your
equipment. For example, a 777 pilot deadheading SFO to LAX satisfies this condition because both
are 777 equipment bases, but a 777 pilot deadheading DEN to LAX  does not satisfy this condition
because DEN is not a 777 equipment base; and
2. The first flying flight segment in the pairing was previously included in a pairing that began at the
equipment-base from which that first flying flight segment originates.

a. Example 1: DEN 737 pilot deadheads DEN to LAX to fly LAX-SFO leg, if the LAX-SFO leg was ever
part of an LAX 737 pairing this condition is satisfied; if the
LAX-SFO leg was never part of an LAX 737 pairing this condition is not satisfied.
b. Example 2: IAH 757 pilot deadheads to EWR to fly EWR-IAH leg that was originally scheduled on
737 but is equipment-subbed to 757. If the EWR-IAH leg was never part of a EWR 757 pairing, this
condition is not satisfied, and

3. The specific occurrence of the deadhead flight segment that begins the pairing (i.e., the DHD
booking on that same date with that same flight number) was not included in a pairing that was
available for preferencing in Monthly Schedule Preferencing in the pilot’s category.
4. If all of these conditions are met, Section 20-H-6-b shall apply to this deadhead flight segment
that starts the pairing, and to any deadhead flight segment that ends the pairing (provided the
specific occurrence of the ending deadhead flight segment was not included in a pairing that was
available for preferencing in Monthly Schedule Preferencing in the pilot’s category).
5. 20-H-6-b does not apply to a pilot deadheading under the provisions of Section 20-F-1-a-(2) and
Section 20-F-1-b-(1).  When the provisions of Section 20-O apply, 20-H-6-b does not apply to
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Rest Resets and 'Soft Starts' For Changing FDP Start Time

This communication explains the FAR 117 legal process that can be used by the Company to adjust a pilot’s scheduled
FDP start time for the originating leg of a pairing.  The FDP start time is normally the same as the UPA report time for
any duty period that includes a flying flight segment.

The FAA has clarified that once you are scheduled for an FDP, there are only two ways the company can change the
start time of that FDP. Either of these methods can be used by following the guidelines described in FAR sections 117.21
and 117.25, based on how early the company is able to achieve two-way contact with the pilot:

Rest reset with at least 10 hours notice prior to the adjusted (new) scheduled report time:  If the pilot can be
notified with enough time to allow for a minimum of a 10-hour rest period reset, the crew desk can assign him a
10-hour prospective rest period before the beginning of the adjusted (new) FDP start time provided they are able
to achieve two-way contact with the pilot.

“Soft Start” reset with less than 10 hours notice prior to adjusted (new) scheduled report time:  If the pilot
cannot be notified with enough time to allow for a 10-hour rest reset, then the crew desk can “soft start” the
pilot (explained below), provided they are able to achieve two-way contact with the pilot prior to the originally
scheduled report time.

Note:  In both cases, two-way communication is required to reset or soft start the FDP.  Simply leaving a message is
insufficient; two-way contact means the pilot has been notified and has acknowledged that notification via phone or in
CCS.  For a soft start, acknowledgement must occur prior to the original report time as explained below.

Soft Start

The term “soft start” is used to identify the process by which the FAA allows an FDP start time to be adjusted when
there is less than 10 hours before the adjusted (new) report time. A soft start is accomplished by treating the pilot as if
he were placed on a SC reserve assignment period (RAP). This means the original report time instead turns into a RAP
start time, which is used to recalculate the maximum duty day the same way it would be calculated for a SC reserve.
It’s important to note that once a trip is assigned, the UPA doesn’t allow the pilot to actually be “on call” like a SC
reserve. This soft start process is solely used to measure FAR duty legalities.

In order to successfully “soft start” a pilot, the following conditions must be met.

Due to current limitations in CMS, the soft start can only be attempted on the first flight of a trip. Although a
soft start is permitted by the FARs for any duty period, you should not be asked to soft start any FDP following a
layover until further notice.
The company must make two-way contact with the pilot to advise him of their intent to use a soft start to adjust
the report time of the next FDP.  Any pilot who is not contacted (two-way) prior to the original report time
cannot be soft-started. If they are unable to make two-way contact with the entire crew, the company may be
required to operate the flight within the FDP limits of the crew members not contacted, reassign part or all of
the crew to different flying, or re-crew with other available pilots.
Once you have reported to the airport and started your FDP (at report time), the start time cannot be adjusted. 

Note: If a pilot is already at the airport and chooses to answer the phone or return a message before (even just one
minute before) the originally scheduled report time, the pilot can be soft-started. However, depending on the
circumstances, the FAA has recommended that the Company and the pilot consider fatigue mitigation measures.  (e.g.,
a day room even when not required by the UPA) to ensure that the pilot will be able to certify Fit For Duty per FAR
117.5.    If the message or call is acknowledged after report time, a pilot cannot be soft-started and will instead be
considered to have begun their FDP at that report time.
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Soft Start Example:

It becomes known at 0300 that a 0700 report time for a Basic FDP will be delayed until 1100. The company contacts the
pilot and advises him of their intent to “soft start” the FDP, and the pilot acknowledges this change. The original 0700
report time for that FDP is now treated as the RAP start time. To calculate the correct RAP+FDP limit for that day, you
must follow these steps.

Enter FAR 117 “Table B” with your adjusted FDP report time (1100 in this example) and determine the maximum
FDP for that report time (14 hours in this example).

Add 4 hours to that maximum limit (no more than 16 hours maximum for an unaugmented FDP) and add
that number to the RAP start time (0700 in this example) and determine the FDP end time.
Apply the “Table B” limit to the actual FDP start time of 1100 and determine the FDP end time.

Apply the most restrictive FDP end time between steps 1.a and 1.b. In this example the RAP limit is
0700+16=2300 and the FDP limit is 1100+14=0100, so the most restrictive time is 2300.

 CCS

Once the company “soft starts” you, there are two places in CCS you can look to confirm your FAR legalities are being
tracked properly.

In CCS under Scheduling à Master Schedule, enter your employee number and verify that you have the “SFS”
code with the time of your original report time displayed on the departure date of the trip. CMS uses this code to
update your crew legality page in CCS, as shown below for pairing F4520 on the 1st with a SFS start time of 0955:

In CCS under Flight Planning à Crew Legality, find the “RAP/SFS Start Time” column under “Pilot Info”, confirm
the original FDP start time is displayed in this box and the new local report time is shown in the next column
under “Local Report”:

If both of these screens display the correct information, then the company can successfully track your FAR legalities
associated with the “soft start” FDP.  

As always, the pilot has final authority over determining his fitness for duty, especially if his rest was interrupted by a
phone call from the company, as allowed by the FAA’s one-phone call policy. 

In the actual operation, if you have any questions about the legality of your FDP, please contact the crew desk or
FODM. 
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